Introduction
Humans often collaborate to achieve some shared objective. In such situations it is quite usual for one of the collaborators to be appointed or to emerge as a leader. One important rôle of the leader is to coordinate the activities of the other collaborators to ensure that the objective is achieved e ciently, possibly with minimum e ort. Increasingly, we see an analogous situation in computing. The emergence of high bandwidth network technology, and the trend toward reusing whole applications as components of larger software con gurations has fuelled the development of distributed computing and concurrent programming.
Coordination languages CG92] are a new class of parallel programming languages which o er a solution to the problem of managing the interaction among concurrent programs. They o er language support for composing and controlling software architectures made of parallel or distributed components, and as such, can be thought of as the linguistic counterpart of software libraries and platforms, like MPI SOHL + 95] or PVM GS92] , which o er extra-linguistic support for parallel programming.
A number of interesting models have been proposed and used to support coordination languages and systems. Examples include \generative tuple spaces" as in Linda Gel85], various forms of \parallel multiset rewriting" or \chemical reactions" as in Gamma BL93] , and models with explicit support for coordinators AHS93] . A signi cant number of these models and Coordination languages usually are not general purpose programming languages; rather, they are often de ned as language extensions or scripting languages and they are exclusively concerned with coordination issues. Shared memory multi-processor machines (e.g., SUN and SGI) and cluster architectures (e.g., IBM SP) of today o er practical and cost e ective parallelism to applications that can take advantage of coarsergrain concurrency. Coordination models and languages are equally pertinent for such parallel application as they are for distributed computing. Coordination languages are most relevant in the context of open systems, where the coordinated entities are not xed at the outset; here they have much in common with object-based approaches. In order to operate in an open system, entities must be encapsulated (their implementation details should be hidden from other entities) and they should persist beyond a single transaction (some authors describe such entities as reactive AHL96]). In the past such considerations have led to the development of object-based modelling techniques; the design of coordination languages should also address these issues. The natural description of the activities and the history of the computation carried out in a certain class of applications tends to center around a substantial shared body of data; we call them data-oriented applications. Such an application is essentially concerned with what happens to the data. Examples of data-oriented applications include database applications and transaction systems such as banking and airline reservation systems. There is another class of applications, called process-oriented or control-oriented where it is unnatural to view their activities and their history as centered around a shared body of data. Indeed, often, the very notion of the data, as such, simply does not exist in these applications. For instance, it is unnatural for compiler writers to consider a central body of data in a compiler, and describe the compilation process in terms of a collection of activities that transform this data; it is more natural to view a compiler as a collection of activities that genuinely consume their input data, and subsequently produce, remember, and transform \new data" that they generate by themselves.
Coordination purpose: The use of a coordination model or language in an application in uences its design and its structure in various signi cant ways. From a software engineering perspective, depending on the nature and the life cycle of an application, some of these models and their in uences may be more or less congruent with what is intended to be accomplished through coordination. In this respect, we distinguish three issues:
1. Coordination languages can be used to separate the control issues from the computation concerns in the design and development of parallel programs derived from high-level speci cations Bro95]. As a consequence, the correctness concerns (i.e., the computation) and e ciency issues (i.e., the coordination) can be dealt with separately Cd96]. The use of coordination for this purpose shares similar concerns with formal speci cations, automatic derivation of programs from higher-level speci cations, and functional programming. 2. Coordination languages can be used as a means to separate the uniform operations on primarily passive data that are common in a large number of parallel/distributed applications, away from the application code, into a small set of generic primitives with their own independent well-de ned semantics. The applications most directly amenable to this approach are the data-oriented applications. The notion of shared data spaces used in many coordination models and languages has obvious conceptual similarities with relational databases and with blackboard systems in AI Nii89]. This makes them a particularly suitable match for many data-oriented applications. 3. Coordination languages can be used as a means to describe the communication protocols necessary for the cooperation of the active entities in a a parallel/distributed application, introducing independent coordination modules. The very large class of applications most directly amenable to this approach are the control-oriented applications. Most coordination models and languages targeted for this purpose use a message passing paradigm as their base and modify it by introducing such additional notions as synchronizers, contracts, constraints, and events.
Coordinated entities: The coordinated entities are usually active { agents or processes. Coordination of agents should not require reprogramming of the agents; the coordination mechanism is a wrapper around the existing, independent agents. The agents themselves may have been programmed in a variety of di erent programming languages.
Coordination media: In many coordination languages, coordination is accomplished via a shared data space. In such models, communication is generative: agents communicate by \generating" data in the shared space. This data is then available to any other agent that has access to the space { this contrasts with the message-passing paradigm where communication is usually a private act between the participating agents. In a heterogeneous system, in which the agents are written in di erent languages, the data must be stored in a common format.
Coordination rules: The Linda proposal identi es a set of coordination primitives which may be used to access a shared data space { the primitives are normally implemented as library routines which are called from some host language such as C or Prolog. In contrast to Linda, many of the recent proposals have been for rule-based languages; one consequence of this shift to a more declarative view of coordination is increased reasoning power.
In either case the coordination \rules" provide a level of abstraction which hides much of the complexity of coordination from the programmer.
3 Examples
Linda
Linda must be combined with a sequential programming language (called the host language) to o er a complete language for parallel programming. The central feature of Linda CGMS94] is the Tuple Space. This is the coordination medium { it is a shared data structure which contains tuples (records). Tuples may be passive (data) or active (processes). A tuple is active if one or more of its elds are function calls. Tuples are created and manipulated by processes using a small set of operations. Only passive tuples can be accessed; tuple selection involves pattern matching.
Tuples are nite sequences of elds; the number of elds is the arity of the tuple. Every eld has a value and a type drawn from the host language. The type of a tuple is the cross product of the types of its elds.
Example:
In C-Linda, ("array",1,3) is a tuple of arity 3. The rst eld has type string, the second and third elds have type int. The type of the tuple is string int int.
The tuple space is a multiset of tuples, i_ e _ identical tuples may exist in the tuple space. Processes communicate by inserting, removing and examining tuples in the tuple space. Thus the tuple space is shared: all processes have access to all tuples in it. Access is associative, i_ e_ processes use pattern matching to access tuples. Pattern matching is based on the concept of an anti-tuple, that is similar to a tuple, except that some elds can be typed variables; these are pre xed by a \?" symbol. We say that a tuple t and an anti-tuple a match if and only if:
1. both t and a have the same arity; 2. values in corresponding elds are identical; 3. a variable in a and some corresponding value in t have the same type.
The result of a successful matching operation is that variables in antituple a obtain the values contained in the corresponding elds of tuple t.
Example:
The anti-tuple ("array",?x,?y) matches the tuple ("array",1,3) ; the anti-tuple ("array",?x,?x) does not match the tuple ("array",1,3).
Several Linda implementations also allow variables in tuples (i_ e _ in the tuple space), but they do not match a corresponding variable in an antituple. Thus variables in tuples play the role of wild cards in matching any value in an anti-tuple, and no side e ect is intended.
The operations on tuples are: in(t): looks for a tuple matching t; if found then the tuple is deleted, otherwise the process waits until matching succeeds.
out(t): creates a new passive tuple whose contents are speci ed by t. eval(t): creates an active tuple whose contents are speci ed by t. An active tuple must have at least one eld which is a function to be computed. To be more concrete we will illustrate an example in C-Linda. We give a solution to the Dining Philosopher's problem { a classic concurrency problem. We will describe a version of the problem involving ve philosophers. The philosophers sit around a circular table with a bowl of spaghetti in the middle and ve forks. Each philospher alternately thinks and then eats; in order to eat spaghetti, the philosopher requires two forks. The situation is modelled by the C-Linda program in Figure 1 .
The philosophers are numbered from 0 to 4, and so are the forks. The program (real main()) generates ve passive tuples representing forks and ve active tuples representing the philosophers. The program also generates four meal tickets; a philosopher must have a meal ticket before attempting to eat { the fact that there are only four tickets means that at least one philosopher has access to two forks and the system does not deadlock. When a philospher is ready to eat he/she must pick up the fork with the same number and an adjacent fork (% is the modulus operation in C).
Combining Linda with another language
Linda has been combined with several programming languages, like for instance C, FORTRAN, Prolog, and Java. When designing a combination, the language designer has to specify the following issues:
The type system for data values, and the matching rules between tuples and anti-tuples. Linda has neither a type system nor a set of basic data values. Tuples are de ned as ordered sequences of data values inherited from the host language. Not all data types of the host language are easily embedded in Linda. For instance, in C-Linda tuples cannot include pointer values because it would be meaningless to pass such references from one process to another. This issue is especially important because each data type can be analyzed and implemented using speci c strategies which optimize the run-time behavior of the Linda program. The control constructs allowed to combine Linda tuple operators. Control constructs are inherited from the host language, and not all constructs are compatible with Linda operators on tuples. For instance, it is di cult to combine the tuple operators with backtracking, as in Prolog.
The semantics and possible constraints on active tuples, i_ e_ on eval. For instance, in C-Linda al elds of an active tuple can be function calls. However, in some implementations only one process (namely only one eval) per processor is allowed. The closures for active tuples. When an active tuple is put in the tuple space, it must be speci ed which is the environment assumed for variables in the code that it executes. For instance, in C-Linda under Unix the closure is empty. Syntax and semantics of operations for multiple tuple spaces. In the original Linda de nition only one tuple space is allowed. A natural ex-tension consists of releasing this constraint, de ning a language based on Multiple Tuple Spaces Gel89].
Linda has been implemented on all the major parallel architectures, like SP/2 and Cray T3, and on several network operating systems, like SunOS, Solaris, Linux, Silicon Graphics, Windows NT. The commercial implementations by SCA usually o er Linda combined weith C or FORTRAN.
Gamma
The coordination medium in Gamma BL90] is a multiset { a set-like collection which may contain many copies of the same element. In the basic model, the multiset is untyped and so it is rather similar to the Linda tuple space but, in contrast to Linda, all of the elements of the multiset are passive. Simple agents are represented as pairs consisting of a reaction condition and an action, written: action ( reaction An action is a rewrite rule: lhs ! rhs the action selects some elements (which match the left hand side of the rule and satisfy the reaction condition) from the multiset and rewrites them according to the rule (replacing them by the elements listed on the right hand side of the rule). Most papers on Gamma assume a simple functional language for the actions BL93]; however, the Gammal og language CFG96] is an instance of Gamma built on the logic programming language G odel.
Gamma has been used in a number of application areas. The original papers contain many, small programming examples. More substantial applications include image processing and biological modelling. Discussion of these applications and citations to the relevant literature may be found in AHL96].
The philosopher function might be expressed by the following two rules in Gamma:
("fork", i), ("fork", j) ! ("eat", i) ( j = (i+1)%5 ("eat", i) ! ("fork", i), ("fork", (i+1)%5) ( true Since the selection of elements is an atomic action, the "meal ticket" is not required in this solution.
The parallel sort program in Gamma is de ned by: ("index", i), x ! (i,x), ("index", i+1) ( true (i, x), (j, y) ! (j, x), (i, y) ( (x > y) and (i < j)
We have assumed that the input to the program is a (multi)set of values and a distinguished element ("index",0). We further require that there is an ordering relation, >, on the values. The rst rule associates an index with each value; the initial assignment of indices is nondeterminisitic. The second rule reorders indices to ensure that larger values have higher indices. Notice that the semantics of Gamma allow for parallel execution of the two rules as well as parallel applications of the second rule: indices can be reordered as soon as they are generated. The rst rule describes an essentially sequential (but nondeterministic) process { there is only one index element. On termination, the multiset contains a set of (index, value) pairs where the index indicates the position of the value in the sorted order of the input values; there will also be an element ("index", n) where n is the number of values that were sorted.
There have been several proposals for extensions to this basic model. Higher-order extensions LeM94] allow active con gurations to be stored in the multiset { this extended framework has been used to study the properties of other coordination languages Bou96]. LeM etayer has recently proposed a typed variant of Gamma, called Structured Gamma FL96], which has been used in the study of software architectures.
There have been a number of prototype implementations of Gamma: on the Connection Machine, Intel iPSC2, MasPar, Sequent and specialised parallel hardware BCL88]. Detailed bibliographic references for these implementations may be found in the references of BL96].
Manifold 4 About this special issue
The rest of this issue consists of 6 papers. The papers were submitted in response to an open call for submissions. They use and extend the three coordination languages presented in the previous section. A major criterion in selecting these papers was that they all demonstrate the role of coordination languages in parallel applications.
An Implementation of Linda for a NUMA Machine by N. Carriero:
The paper presents a new software architecture for Linda's runtime support. It also reports on empirical results from implementations on the Cray T3D/E. The results indicate that the performance is competitive with low-level coordination using message passing (MPI and PVM).
The formal derivation of parallel triangular system solvers using a coordination-based design method by M. R. V. Chaudron and A. C. N. van Duin: The paper uses Chaudron and De Jong's schedules and a suitable notion of re nement to develop a parallel solver for systems of linear equations. The initial speci cation is a Gamma program. Schedules are used to organize the computation into components which correspond to di erent levels of the BLAS hierarchy. The initial speci cation and re nement steps are formally veri ed.
Generative Coordination Environments Supporting Parallel Discrete Event Simulation by L. Donatiello and A. Fabbri: The paper identi es a number of di cult problems posed by parallel discrete event simulation (partitioning, message ow control, global virtual time computation, etc. . . ). The authors propose a new methodology for parallel simulation which they call Active-Events. They describe an implementation based on Linda. Using Coordination to Parallelize Sparse-Grid Methods for 3D CFD Problems by C. T. H. Everaars and B. Koren: This paper describes the use of Manifold to parallelise a sequential Fortran CFD code. The code is restructured into a master/slave architecture. The latter is implemented using Manifold for the coordination { the Fortran subroutines are enclosed in C wrapper functions which are called from Manifold. The paper includes empirical results which demonstrate a nearly linear speed-up.
Behaviour Speci cation of Parallel Active Objects by T. Holvoet and T. Kielmann: The paper presents Objective Linda, a new model for parallel objectoriented programming. The authors use a Petri Net formalism for specifying behaviours. Type checking amounts to testing for liveness of certain transitions. They apply their formalism to the study of a master/slave architecture; generic master and slave agents are designed and type checking is used to verify correct interaction. Distributed and Parallel Systems Engineering in MANIFOLD by G. A. Papadopoulos: This paper investigates software engineering aspects of coordination programming using the Manifold language. The paper catalogues a number of techniques that the author has developed.
